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Caption text...

HAY 
FABRIC COLLECTION 
 
We are pleased to introduce some new and exciting 
fabrics to supplement the existing HAY textile collection. 
Offered in a good variety of textures, weaves and colours, 
all the new fabrics have been carefully selected for their 
superior quality, expression, durability and strength. 
These include both brand-new fabrics that bring a fresh 
perspective to HAY’s extensive collection, as well as 
updated colours in the well-known favourites, Mode, 
Flamiber and Linara.
All the new fabrics are chosen for their ability to 
complement HAY’s wide assortment of furniture, and can 
be used to cover a wide range of chairs, stools and sofas 
in many different domestic and contract environments.



Caption text...Mode 032

MODE 
DESIGN BY MAHARAM 
 
Maharam’s Mode is a small-scale basket weave  
that offers the look and feel of wool. Its minimal 
construction incorporates post-consumer recycled  
content for increased resilience and reduced 
environmental impact. The extensive colour palette  
has been extended to include a versatile range of  
neutral and bright tones that suit a variety of sofas,  
chairs and stools.



Quilton Duo, Front Atlas 881, Back and base Flamiber dark blue J4

From top to bottom: Hallingdal 166, Mode 032, Steelcut 655, Flamiber dark blue J4, Re-Wool 198



Uchiwa Quilted, Front Mode 009, Back Sense nougat

Arbour Club Sofa, Mode 009



Silhouette, Mode 038



MODE SUGGESTED  
COLOURS BY HAY

Please see full Mode colour range here
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https://presscloud.com/file/59/598648776868422/Mode_Fabric_fact_sheet.pdf


Caption text...Metaphor 009

METAPHOR 
DESIGN BY MAHARAM 
 
Subtle differences in Maharam’s Metaphor’s uniquely  
dyed yarn create extra tonal depth, resulting in a  
vibrant heathered expression. The tightly woven  
upholstery has a smooth, linen-like finish and offers  
high abrasion resistance. Metaphor’s versatile palette  
blends earthy and bright tones, making it suitable for  
a wide range of sofas, chairs and stools.



Mags Soft, Metaphor 023, Dark grey sticthing

From top to bottom: Linara 440, Vidar 656, Flamiber dark blue J4, Linara 100, Metaphor 023



Quilton, Metaphor 025

Silhouette, Metaphor 029



Mags Soft Low, Metaphor 033, Beige stitching



METAPHOR COLOURS 
SUGGESTED BY HAY

Please see full Metaphor colour range here
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https://presscloud.com/file/68/686721170428434/Metaphor_Fabric_fact_sheet.pdf


Caption text...Flamiber olive E9

FLAMIBER 
DESIGN BY HAY 
 
Flamiber’s beautiful colours, distinctive bouclé  
texture and durable quality have made it a popular 
upholstery fabric. Updated in new colours to offer 
a versatile palette of earthy neutrals and bright  
tones, it makes a suitable covering for a wide  
range of sofas, chairs and stools.



Quilton, Flamiber cream A5



Mags, Flamiber cream A5

Texture Cushions, Flamiber grey C8, Dark blue J4 



AAC 121, Flamiber grey C8

Flamiber sand J7, Olavi By HAY 02, Atlas 971, Atlas 881, Flamiber grey C8.jpg



FLAMIBER COLOURS 
SELECTED BY HAY

Please see more Flamiber information here

Charcoal C8

Carne J7

Cream A5

Olive E9

Dark blue J4

Ice blue J7

Grey C8

Mandarin E9

Petrol blue J4

Light grey J7

Mimosa E9 Sand J7

https://presscloud.com/file/34/348201918251596/Flamiber_Fabric_fact_sheet.pdf


Caption text...Linara 90

LINARA 
DESIGN BY ROMO 
 
Crafted from a luxurious cotton-linen blend with  
a brushed finish, Romo’s Linara has an incredibly  
soft, peach-like texture. The range of colours has  
been updated to include timeless neutrals and  
pastel tones that create a versatile covering for  
any sofa, chair or stool.



AAC 121 Soft, Linara 415

CAN Sofa, Linara 415Mags Soft Low, Linara 443



Mags Soft Low, Linara 142, Beige stitching



LINARA COLOURS 
SELECTED BY HAY

Please see more Linara information here
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https://presscloud.com/file/96/960787085499100/Linara_Fabric_fact_sheet.pdf


Caption text...Dot 1682 02 Bianco/Nero, Metaphor 002, Sense nougat, Sense dark brown, Remix 183

CORE FABRICS 
 
HAY’s core fabrics selection comprises a large assortment 
of fabrics offered in a good mixture of textures and 
weaves in predominantly wool, cotton and linen. All fabrics 
are carefully selected for their superior quality, expression, 
durability and strength, and are available in an expansive 
colour palette that ranges from pale neutrals to bright, 
bolder tones.
All the upholstery fabrics are chosen for their ability to 
complement HAY’s wide assortment of furniture, and can 
be used to cover a wide range of chairs, stools and sofas 
in many different domestic and contract environments.



Please see Fabric & Leather overview with full colour ranges here

HALLINGDAL 
 
Kvadrat’s first textile Hallingdal has become the archetype 
of woollen textiles. The very durable upholstery fabric was 
originally designed in 1965 by Nanna Ditzel, and is made of 
wool and viscose, which complement each other well. The 
wool provides excellent durability and flexibility, whilst the 
viscose adds brilliance and depth to the colour. 

Hallingdal 

0116

Hallingdal 

0110

Hallingdal 

0130

Hallingdal

0220

Mags Soft, Hallingdal 130, Light grey stitching

https://presscloud.com/file/23/236974929502935/Fabric_and_leather_overview.Pdf


REMIX 
 
Designed by Giulio Ridolfo, Remix is an elegant upholstery 
textile distinguished by exceptional depth of colour. The 
textile features a tight, minimalistic weave, and derives 
its lively colour play from a combination of two different 
mélange yarns, which each combine up to three hues.

Remix 

0163

Remix

0123

Remix 

0133

Remix 

0143

Please see Fabric & Leather overview with full colour ranges here

AAC 121, Remix 133

https://presscloud.com/file/23/236974929502935/Fabric_and_leather_overview.Pdf


Steelcut Trio

0133

Steelcut Trio

0153

Please see Fabric & Leather overview with full colour ranges here

STEELCUT TRIO 
 
Originally designed by Frans Dijkmeijer, Steelcut Trio is 
a hardwearing woollen upholstery textile with the same 
construction as Steelcut. The three-dimensional surface 
of Steelcut Trio resembles small pyramids or steel points. 
Despite the complexity of the textile’s innovative weave, it 
has a simple, precise expression.

Uchiwa, Front Steelcut Trio 133, Back Remix 143

https://presscloud.com/file/23/236974929502935/Fabric_and_leather_overview.Pdf


Ruskin

33

Ruskin 

05

Please see Fabric & Leather overview with full colour ranges here

RUSKIN 
 
Perfect for upholstery this versatile plain portrays a 
natural quality with an element of textural luxury. A blend 
of viscose, linen and wool creates a beautiful movement of 
colour and gives Ruskin a textured appearance. 

CAN 3 Seater, Ruskin 05

https://presscloud.com/file/23/236974929502935/Fabric_and_leather_overview.Pdf


Sierra Leather

SI1001 Black

Sense Leather

Cognac

Bolgheri

LGG60

Please see Fabric & Leather overview with full colour ranges here

BOLGHERI &  
LEATHER 
 
Bolgheri is a luxurious blend of viscose, wool, silk and 
other fibres, with a rich expression that appeals to all the 
senses. The depth of the weave combined with the tactile 
quality and multicoloured specks adds extra dimension 
and gives it a distinctive look

Our leather collection includes different types of leathers 
for a variety of applications and upholstered surfaces, and 
offer a high level of resilience and durability. 

AAL 83, Bolgheri LGG60

https://presscloud.com/file/23/236974929502935/Fabric_and_leather_overview.Pdf


DOT 1682

02 Bianco/Nero

DOT 1682

03 Antracite

Please see Fabric & Leather overview with full colour ranges here

DOT 1682 
 
DOT is a high-quality fabric made in a durable wool-cotton 
blend. The two-thread weave creates a contrasting effect 
that gives it a tactile texture and a strong visual design.

Arbour Sofa, DOT 1682, 02 Bianco/Nero

https://presscloud.com/file/23/236974929502935/Fabric_and_leather_overview.Pdf


Divina Melange

0120

Please see Fabric & Leather overview with full colour ranges here

DIVINA MELANGE 
 
Designed by artist and designer Finn Sködt, Divina 
Melange is a vibrant piece-dyed woollen upholstery textile 
reminiscent of felt. Compact, comfortable and extremely 
smooth, Divina Melange expresses colours and the shape 
of furniture particularly well. 

AAC 23, Divina Melange 0120

https://presscloud.com/file/23/236974929502935/Fabric_and_leather_overview.Pdf
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Please use below link to download packshots,  

lifestyle photos and other sales material of fabrics

IMAGE BANK

LINK TO FABRIC OVERVIEW

https://hay.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/fabrics-spring-2022
https://presscloud.com/file/23/236974929502935/Fabric_and_leather_overview.Pdf
https://hay.dk/en/country-selector

